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Intro



Problematic

How to create resources that are meaningful to the Nisvai speakers?

Taken into consideration that:

• Nisvai speakers have no familiarity with the genre ’dictionary’.

• Linguistic descriptions are interpreted as prescriptive documents by

non-linguists, in Europe (Cameron, 1995), as well as in Malekula.

• The language used to define the entries are the linguists’ languages.

Hypothesis

Integrating cues to re-establish the speakers’ ”voices” (Rabatel, 2009)

would help Nisvai speakers to interpretate with their own critical

perspective the language resources.
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Vanuatu

The richest language diversity in the World (François et al., 2015)

Three Official Languages

• Bislama, English and French (Parlement du Vanuatu, 2006)

• French and English are the main Languages of Education but

vernacular languages can be taught at school.
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The Nisvai community

• An under-described language community of around 200 native

speakers,

• asked for a written system and language resources for the local

school ”Kamai”,
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The proposition

Inspired by integrative cooperation model (Mosel, 2012): they proposed

the topic to work for creating language resources relevant for the local

school1.

Not presenting myself as a language expert so that the Nisvai speaker

would feel confortable criticizing the resource.

Introducing the names of persons and of places associated with the

recording situation as names are part of Nisvai narrative regimen of truth

(Aznar, 2019).

A set of inter-referenced resources (Aznar & Gala, 2020)

• Recordings corresponding to the written resources.

• A booklet of narratives,

• A Nisvai-French French Nisvai lexicon based on the narratives.

1But with some limits.
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The Story booklet
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The Nisvai-French French-Nisvai lexicon
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The recordings

Each written text corresponds to the performance of an oral text

• Possibility to see the correspondances between the transcription and

the oral document: help interpreting the letters’ values and

transcription choices made and its discryptencies,

• The voices of the speakers performing the texts reactivating the fact

that the written texts represent the performances of Nisvai speakers.
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Feedback from Nisvai speakers

No feedback yet on the design of the resources (structure and type of

content).

Using draft versions of the resources

• on the speaker’s performance: commenting the speaker’s

performance, its coherency, the mistakes,

• on the transcription: one elder proposed orthographic corrections on

the resources,

• propositions for creating new words (chapter, page, word).
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Conclusion



Conclusion

• An original set of resources,

• The reference system should help Nisvai speakers to the texts

according to their own regimen of truth,

• combined with the introduction at the beginning of each texte, it

shows the roles of the speakers in the resources.
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Perspectives

• Provide explicitly the name of the speaker in the lexicon view,

• Improve the resources:

• expliciting in the resources my role in the resource creation,

• using the feedback and working with teachers from Vanuatu.

• Study the narrative practices of neighbouring language communities:

the local school has pupils speaking from different languages, but

only the Nisvai language will be taught for now.
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Questions ?

Written or oral
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